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My parents were agricultural workers, and the household in
which I was reared was composed of two sets of children; for my
mother, who was a widow, had married a neighbour with a large
family. The economic position of these combined families was
such that all the children, boys and girls, had to begin work at a
very early age, and to start life on their own account as soon as it
was physically possible for them to leave the crowded home. I was
eight years of age when I began to work in the fields, and the tasks
through which I first began to experience 'the dignity of labour'
were the care of grazing cattle, and the frightening of rooks and
pigeons from newly-sown fields of corn or peas, or from the ripening
crops. Those days spent alone in the fields and lanes, sometimes
far away from the village, seemed at times to be long and lonely
beyond endurance. And long they were, for, as the marauding
birds began to feed at sunrise and at sunset remained unsatisfied,
I was required to be in the fields early, and to stay late. In order
to protect the crops as much as possible, I had to patrol the borders
of the field throughout the day, and invent as many terrifying
noises as possible, a task not in itself uncongenial to a small boy.
The robbers were not, however, easily deceived, and they were
quick to learn not only to disregard the noise, but to calculate the
exact distance that a young arm could throw a stone. They were
most exasperating creatures. When they were driven from one
end of the field, they floated gently awpy and, with mocking cries,
descended with an increased appetite upon the other. Among the
many devices that I adopted to put fear into their pilfering hearts,
was a wooden stake taken from a hedge, and charred with fire, in
the vain endeavour to make it look like the barrel of gun; but the
black poachers soon discovered that the 'gun' was a fake that
could do them no harm. When, however, the farmer appeared
with a real gun, and was lucky enough to kill one of them, its
carcass was triumphantly displayed in the middle of the field as a
warning to those still living, and for some days at least the advantage
was on my side. But I hated those thieving birds as I have not
hated anything else in my life.
Among the other field tasks of my boyhood days were the
planting and lifting of potatoes, the thinning and weeding of
turnips and carrots, the 'spudding* of thistles from the growing
crops, or the gathering of 'twitch* behind the harrow or the
plough. During the harvest period, straw * bands' to bind the
sheaves of corn had to be made for the gatherer (usually my mother),

